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Catholic Popes particularly whatever about the priests, were men of integrity,

nprigt men. So I want to my priests arid I aiked. them a cueztion, 'Tell me,

were there any bad Popes?' Of course, I expected them to say to me,

who put that idea in :rour mind? Of course, not 1 Bad Popes I The t1ing is

grotesoue and ridiculous I' But instead cf saying that, they said, course,

You :ave to consider the circumstances of the times. Very often they were

very trooled periods in the history of the church ana so on. Today the

sane d.efene the Jews make and somebody told us that there were bad clergymen

or bad times in the history of the church, but that shows me that not only

did the Jew believe it, and I knev' you wouldn't say it unless on believed it,

but it was act'iilly true. That w-g the first thing that turned my mind to the

acceDtance of the truth."

Now I give this practical wora to you--Watch for the breaking of

prejudice. Then step in. You talk to people, and talk to them aria talk to

them and it seems that it is a big wall that you are up against and that you

are making no headway. Then some chance remark maybe directed by the living

pirit f God who knows more about then than you do, breaks down their prejudice.

Then they are ready to listen. Then is the time when the optortunity is given

you to enter in id give them the full, gospel of god's redeeming grace. Another

thing I say in my exp"rience is that you can't o it in the stroke of a hand.

Throu much tribution we enter the kz± kingdom of heaven. I beliere that one

of the weaknesses in a great deal of our evangelistic effort is

that we don't take trouble. So many people Y' "Oh, you don't accept what I

$51,T, well. then1 Itve given you the gospel and. I'm clear of your blood. You are

dammed and. I have nothing more to with it." That is not the attitude of

the Christian worker. It may be perfectly true, but our business is and others,

saved by fire, hitting even the garments spotted by the flesh, and on some have

compassioi raking a difference. Watch your man; study his beliefs, consider

his temptation, and slowly, patiently, tx depr'ndent n the po'wer of the Spitit
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